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Orbits of rational n-sets of projective spaces
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Universitat Auto`noma de Barcelona, Departament de Matema`tiques
08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain
Abstract
For a fixed dimension N we compute the generating function of the numbers tN (n)
(respectively tN (n)) of PGLN+1(k)-orbits of rational n-sets (respectively rational
n-multisets) of the projective space PN over a finite field k = Fq. For N = 1, 2 these
results provide concrete formulas for tN (n) and tN (n) as a polynomial in q with
integer coefficients.
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Introduction
There are many examples of deep properties of geometric objects relying on
combinatorial properties of unordered structures. In particular, n-sets of pro-
jective spaces have deserved the attention of geometers since a long time. The
work of Coble at the beginning of the last century is an outstanding contri-
bution to the study of geometric structures underlying n-sets of projective
spaces. A revision of this work in modern language can be found in the book
[3] of Dolgachev and Ortland.
If we are interested in arithmetic properties of the geometric objects associated
to n-sets, we need to consider rational n-sets; that is, n-sets defined over the
ground fied k we are interested in. Let k be a fixed algebraic closure of the
field k; an n-set S = {P1, . . . , Pn} of a projective space P
N(k) is k-rational if
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S is invariant under the action of the absolute Galois group
{σ(P1), . . . , σ(Pn)} = {P1, . . . , Pn}, ∀σ ∈ Gal(k/k).
Thus, S is the disjoint union of orbits of points of PN(k) under the action of
the Galois group. We denote by
(
PN
n
)
(k) :=
(
PN(k)
n
)Gal(k/k)
,
((
PN
n
))
(k) :=
((
PN(k)
n
))Gal(k/k)
,
the respective sets of k-rational n-sets and n-multisets of PN(k).
If we apply to a rational n-set a k-automorphism of PN we obtain an equivalent
n-set, in the sense that the underlying geometric objects of both n-sets will
have the same geometric and arithmetic properties.
The aim of this paper is the computation of the number of PGLN+1(k)-orbits
of rational n-sets and n-multisets of projective spaces PN defined over a finite
field k. That is, we want to find closed formulas for the numbers:
tN(n) :=
∣∣∣∣∣PGLN+1(k)\
(
PN
n
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ , tN(n) :=
∣∣∣∣∣PGLN+1(k)\
((
PN
n
))
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
There is an extensive literature on the enumeration of orbits of pointwise
rational n-sets; that is, n-sets S = {P1, . . . , Pn} such that all Pi are k-rational
points (have homogeneous coordinates in k). This is due to the fact that these
orbits are in correspondence with isometry classes of linear codes [5], [1, Sec.
3.2], [6], [8], [9]. However, to our knowledge the enumeration of rational n-sets
has not been considered so far, with the exception of [7], where the numbers
t1(n) were computed.
Let us illustrate both the role of global (not pointwise) rationality and the
action of the linear group with an example. It is well-known that the hyper-
elliptic curves over an algebraically closed field (of zero or odd characteristic)
are parameterized by n-sets of P1; if S = {P1, . . . , Pn} is a n-set of P
1 and
we attach to each Pi an affine coordinate ai, we can consider the hyperelliptic
curve given by the Weierstrass equation
y2 = (x− a1)(x− a2) · · · (x− an).
If we want to classify hyperelliptic curves defined over a non-algebraically
closed field k we are led to consider k-rational n-sets of P1. If S is a pointwise
rational n-set the above construction provides a curve with all Weierstrass
points defined over k. These curves are a small part of the family of hyperel-
liptic curves defined over k, given by Weierstrass equations y2 = f(x), with
f(x) an arbitrary separable polynomial with coefficients in k. Finally, it is
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easy to check that rational n-sets in the same orbit by the action of PGL2(k)
determine k-isomorphic curves. Thus, the numbers t1(n) count essentially k-
isomorphism classes of hyperelliptic curves defined over k [7].
Another interesting example is given by the 7-sets of the projective plane.
Over an algebraically closed field certain PGL3(k)-orbits of 7-sets classify non-
hyperelliptic curves of genus three with a fixed 2-level structure [3, Chap. IX].
Thus, our enumeration results may provide information on the number of k-
rational points of the moduli space of such objects, and from these numbers
one can derive further geometric and arithmetic information on this space.
Our main result is a computation of the generating function of the tN(n), tN (n)
for fixed N (Theorem 4.4). It is well-known that the generating function of
the number of orbits of pointwise rational n-sets of PN(k) can be expressed in
terms of the cycle index of Po´lya [1, 3.2.16]. This cycle index is a polynomial
in several variables that carries all information about the lengths of the cy-
cles of all elements of PGLN+1(k) acting as permutations of P
N(k). Thus, this
instrument is not able to provide information on rational n-sets. However, in
[9] we have found a refinement of the cycle index that leads to more effective
formulas for the generating function of the number of orbits of pointwise ra-
tional n-sets of PN(k). In section 4 we extend these ideas to rational n-sets.
We introduce certain equivalence relation in the set C of conjugacy classes of
Γ := PGLN+1(k); if S is the quotient set, for each class α ∈ S (we call α a
subtype) we construct a poset L(α) of certain γ-invariant linear subvarieties
of PN (k) classified under the action of the Galois group. The nodes V of this
poset L(α) carry a weight (dimV, expV, deg V ) of three numerical values di-
mension, exponent and degree. We count the elements in the same subtype α
in the weighted sum:
Mα :=
∑
γ∈α
|Γγ|
−1,
where Γγ is the centralizer of γ in Γ. Then, we consider a G-exponent index
(G stands for “Galois”):
EG(PGLN+1,P
N) :=
∑
α∈S
Mα
∏
V ∈L(α)
zα,V ∈ Q[{zα,V }],
able to express the generating function of the numbers tN(n), tN(n) as:
∑
n∈N tN (n)x
n = EG(PGLN+1,P
N) [zα,V = fα,V (x)] ,∑
n∈N tN (n)x
n = EG(PGLN+1,P
N)
[
zα,V = fα,V (x)
]
,
(1)
for certain explicitly given functions fα,V (x), fα,V (x) (cf.Theorem 4.4).
Section 1 is devoted to the computation of the total number of rational n-
sets of an arbitrary quasiprojective variety V ; the generating function of these
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numbers is easily expressed in terms of the zeta function of V . In section 2 we
prove a crucial step in the enumeration of PGLN+1(k)-orbits of rational n-sets
of PN : for any γ ∈ PGLN+1(k), the quotient variety P
N/
〈
γ
〉
has the same
zeta function than PN (Theorem 2.1). In section 3 we introduce the concept
of proper γ-invariant linear subvariety of PN(k) for each γ ∈ PGLN+1(k);
this is the main ingredient in the construction of the set S of subtypes and
their associated posets L(α). Finally, in section 5 we restrict our attention
to the cases N = 1, 2 and we carry out an explicit computation of all the
ingredients of (1) in terms of combinatorial data independent of the group
structure of PGLN+1(k) and the action of its elements as permutations of
PN(k). This allows one to obtain explicit expressions for the numbers tN (n),
tN (n) as polynomials with integer coefficients in the cardinality q of the ground
field.
Conventions and notation. Throughout the paper we fix a finite field k =
Fq of characteristic p and an algebraic closure k of k. For any integer r ≥ 1 we
denote by kr = Fqr the unique extension of degree r of k in k. We denote by
σ(x) = xq the q-Frobenius automorphism of k, which is a topological generator
of the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k) as a profinite group.
1 Rational n-sets of quasiprojective varieties
Let V be a quasiprojective algebraic variety defined over k. The variety of n-
multisets of V is by definition the symmetric product of V with itself n times.
The variety of n-sets of V is the nonsingular locus of the former variety; that is,
the open subvariety formed by the unordered n-tuples of points of V without
repetitions. We denote these varieties by:
(
V
n
)
⊆
((
V
n
))
:= (V×
n)
· · · ×V )/Sn.
The k-rational n-sets and n-multisets of V are respective k-rational points of
these varieties; that is, elements of the sets
(
V
n
)
(k) :=
(
V (k)
n
)Gal(k/k)
,
((
V
n
))
(k) :=
((
V (k)
n
))Gal(k/k)
.
In this section we want to compute the total number of rational n-sets and
n-multisets of V
aV (n) :=
∣∣∣∣∣
(
V
n
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ , a¯V (n) :=
∣∣∣∣∣
((
V
n
))
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
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By convention, aV (0) = 1 = a¯V (0). Our first step is to express aV (n), a¯V (n)
in terms of the numbers of orbits of given length of V (k) under the action of
Gal(k/k).
Definition 1.1 For any P ∈ V (k), we denote by Oσ(P ) the orbit of P under
the action of Gal(k/k). We call Oσ(P ) the σ-orbit of P .
The degree of P is deg(P ) := |Oσ(P )|; in other words, deg(P ) is the minimum
positive integer r such that P lies in V (kr).
Finally, we denote by br the number of σ-orbits of length r of points of V (k):
br := |{Oσ(P ) | deg(P ) = r}| =
1
r
∣∣∣{P ∈ V (k) | deg(P ) = r}∣∣∣ .
If we think a k-rational n-set or n-multiset of V as a disjoint union of σ-orbits
of different length we can express aV (n), a¯V (n) in terms of b1, b2, . . . , bn:
aV (n) =
∑
s1+2s2+···+nsn=n
(
b1
s1
)(
b2
s2
)
. . .
(
bn
sn
)
,
a¯V (n) =
∑
s1+2s2+···+nsn=n
((
b1
s1
))((
b2
s2
))
. . .
((
bn
sn
))
,
where si is the number of σ-orbits of degree i in each n-set or n-multiset, and
we understand that
(
bi
si
)
= 0 if si > bi. These expressions are bad explicit
formulas for aV (n), a¯V (n) because their evaluation is extremely inefficient;
however, they lead to a computation of the generating function of these num-
bers:
fV (x) :=
∑
n≥0 aV (n)x
n =
∏
r≥1(1 + x
r)br ,
f¯V (x) :=
∑
n≥0 a¯V (n)x
n =
∏
r≥1(1− x
r)−br ,
(2)
closely related to the zeta function of V over k:
Z(V/k, x) = exp

∑
r≥1
1
r
Nrx
r

 , Nr = Nr(V ) := |V (kr)|.
The families {Nr}r≥1 and {br}r≥1 are determined one by each other and their
relationship is synthesized in the following expression of the zeta function as
an infinite product:
Z(V/k, x) =
∏
r≥1
(1− xr)−br .
From this expression and (2) we deduce the main result of this section:
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Theorem 1.2 For any quasiprojective variety V defined over k:
fV (x) = Z(V/k, x)/Z(V/k, x
2), f¯V (x) = Z(V/k, x).
Corollary 1.3 Let W ⊆ V be any subvariety of V , which is also defined
over k, and let U = V \W be the complementary subvariety. Then fV (x) =
fW (x)fU(x).
PROOF. Clearly Z(V/k, x) = Z(W/k, x) Z(U/k, x). ✷
In the rest of the section we apply Theorem 1.2 to obtain explicit formulas for
aV (n) for different particular varieties V . These computations will be used in
section 5 to obtain explicit formulas for t2(n).
1.1 Explicit formulas for aV (n): subvarieties of A
N
Since Z(AN/k, x) = (1− qNx)−1, we get immediately from Theorem 1.2:
fAN (x) =
1− qNx2
1− qNx
= q−N+x+
1− q−N
1− qNx
= q−N+x+(1−q−N)
∑
n≥0
qNnxn. (3)
Thus, we get a closed formula for the n-coefficient of this series:
Proposition 1.4 For all N ≥ 0, aAN (n) =


qnN , if n ≤ 1,
qnN − q(n−1)N , if n ≥ 2.
For N = 1 the number aA1(n) counts the number of monic separable polyno-
mials of degree n with coefficients in Fq. This formula has been rediscovered
several times in the literature (cf. [4], [2], [7]). To our knowledge the formula
for aAN (n), N > 1, is new.
We need similar formulas for certain open subvarieties of AN . If {∗} ⊆ AN is
the 0-dimensional variety given by a k-rational point and L, L′ ⊆ A2 are two
non parallel lines, we get by Corollary 1.3
fAN\{∗}(x) =
fA1(x)
1 + x
, fA2\L(x) =
fA2(x)
fA1(x)
, fA2\(L∪L′)(x) =
fA2(x)(1 + x)
fA1(x)2
,
since f{∗}(x) = 1 + x, fL(x) = fA1(x) and fL∪L′ = fA1(x)
2/f{∗}(x). We obtain
explicit formulas for the number of rational n-sets in these varieties just by
developping these rational functions as a series and finding the n-th coefficient.
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Proposition 1.5 aAN\{∗}(n) = (q
N − 1)
qnN − (−1)n
qN + 1
, ∀n ≥ 1.
aA2\L(n) =


q2 − 1
q2 + q + 1
(
q2n − qn/2
)
, if 0 < n even,
q − 1
q2 + q + 1
(
(q + 1)q2n + q(n+1)/2
)
, if n odd.
Moreover, for n even, n > 0:
aA2\(L∪L′)(n) =
q4 − 1
(q2 + q + 1)2
(
q2n − qn/2
(
n
2
(q3 − 1)(q − 1)
q4 − 1
+ 1
))
,
whereas for n odd, n > 1, the value of aA2\(L∪L′)(n) is:
q4 − 1
(q2 + q + 1)2
(
q2n + q(n−1)/2
(
n− 1
2
q3 − 1
q2 + 1
−
(q − 1)(2q2 + q + 1)
q4 − 1
))
.
1.2 Explicit formulas for aV (n): subvarieties of P
N
By the usual stratification of PN as a union of affine spaces we get from (3):
fPN (x) =
(1− x2)(1− qx2) · · · (1− qNx2)
(1− x)(1 − qx) · · · (1− qNx)
. (4)
For small values of N we can find easily a closed expression for the n-th
coefficient of this series.
Proposition 1.6
aP1(n) =


q + 1, if n = 1,
q2, if n = 2,
qn − qn−2, if n ≥ 3
aP2(n) =


q2 + q + 1, if n = 1,
q4 + q3 + q2, if n = 2,
q6 + q5 + q4 − q2 − q, if n = 3,
(q6 + q5 + q4 − q2 − q − 1)q2n−6, if n ≥ 4.
Althoug we are not going to use it in section 5, let us display the computation
of aPN (n) for n > N + 1 and arbitrary N . We can write (4) in the form
fPN (x) =
∏
0≤i≤⌊N
2
⌋(1 + q
ix)
∏
1≤i≤N, i odd(1− q
ix2)∏
N
2
<i≤N(1− q
ix)
= a(x) +
b(x)
c(x)
,
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with polynomials a(x), b(x), c(x) such that deg a(x) = N + 1, deg b(x) <
deg c(x). The coefficients of a(x) distort the values of aPN (n), for n ≤ N + 1,
but for n > N + 1 they depend only on the fraction b(x)/c(x), which after
decomposition into a sum of elementary fractions leads to
aPN (n) =
∑
N
2
<i≤N
λiq
in, ∀n > N + 1. (5)
Proposition 1.7 For any positive integer r let
Λ(r) := (1− q−1)(1− q−2) · · · (1− q−r) = q−r(r+1)/2(q − 1)(q2 − 1) · · · (qr − 1),
and take Λ(0) = 1 by convention. Then,
aPN (n) =
∑
N
2
<i≤N
(−1)N−iΛ(2i)
Λ(2i−N − 1)Λ(i)Λ(N − i)
qin−(N−i)(N−i+1)/2, ∀n > N+1.
PROOF. Let P (x) = (1−x)(1−qx) · · · (1−qNx). We want to find constants
λi uniquely determined by:
P (x2)
P (x)
∈
N∑
i=0
λi
1− qix
+ Z[x].
This relationship is equivalent to:
P (x2) ∈
N∑
i=0
λi
P (x)
1− qix
+ P (x)Z[x],
and we can isolate λi by taking x = q
−i:
λi =
P (q−2i)
[P (x)/(1− qix)]x=q−i
.
We get λi = 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌊
N
2
⌋, and
λi =
(
N∏
r=0
(1− qr−2i)
)/ N∏
s=0, s 6=i
(1− qs−i)

 , N
2
< i ≤ N.
The numerator of this fraction is Λ(2i)
/
Λ(2i− N − 1), and we can compute
separatedly the factors with s < i and s > i of the denominator
i−1∏
s=0
(1− qs−i) = Λ(i),
N∏
s=i+1
(1− qs−i) = (−1)N−iΛ(N − i)q(N−i)(N−i+1)/2.
The proof ends by introducing these expressions in (5). ✷
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Finally, we need to compute aV (n) in some special cases:
V1 = P
1 \Oσ(P ), V2 = P
2 \ {∗}, V3 = P
2 \Oσ(Q),
V4 = P
2 \ {P1, P2, P3}, V5 = P
2 \ {P1, Oσ(P )}
where P denotes a point of degree two,Q a point of degree three and P1, P2, P3
points of degree one. By Corollary 1.3, the respective generating functions are:
fV1(x) = fP1(x)/(1+x
2), fV2(x) = fP2(x)/(1+x), fV3(x) = fP2(x)/(1+x
3),
fV4(x) = fP2(x)/(1 + x)
3, fV5(x) = fP2(x)/(1 + x)(1 + x
2).
Proposition 1.8 For n > 0:
aV1(n) =


q + 1
q2 + 1
(
(q − 1)qn + (−1)(n−1)/2(q + 1)
)
, if n odd,
q2 − 1
q2 + 1
(qn − (−1)n/2), if n even.
aV2 =


q2 + q, if n = 1,
q4 + q3 − q, if n = 2,
(q4 + q3 − q − 1)q2n−4, if n ≥ 3.
aV3(n) =


q2 + q + 1
q4 − q2 + 1
((q2 − 1)q2n + (−1)(n−1)/3), if n ≡ 1 (mod 3),
q2 + q + 1
q4 − q2 + 1
((q2 − 1)q2n + (−1)(n−2)/3q2), if n ≡ 2 (mod 3),
(q3 − 1)(q + 1)
q4 − q2 + 1
(q2n − (−1)n/3), if n ≡ 0 (mod 3).
aV4(n) =
q − 1
(q2 + 1)2
[
(q3 + 2q2 + 2q + 1)q2n+
+(−1)n
(
(n− 1)q3 − (n+ 2)q2 + (n− 2)q − (n+ 1)
)]
.
aV5(n) =


q + 1
q4 + 1
((q3 − 1)q2n + (−1)(n−1)/2q(q + 1)), if n odd,
(q3 − 1)(q + 1)
q4 + 1
(
q2n − (−1)n/2)
)
, if n even.
2 Zeta function of the quotient of PN by an automorphism
The aim of this section is to prove the following result:
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Theorem 2.1 For any γ ∈ PGLN+1(k), let P
N/γ be the quotient variety
of PN by the finite cyclic group generated by γ. Then, Z
(
(PN/γ)/k, x
)
=
Z(PN/k, x).
This theorem has two important consequences (Corollaries 2.2, 2.4), that will
be crucial for the enumeration of orbits of n-sets and n-multisets:
Corollary 2.2 Let γ ∈ PGLN+1(k). Let W ⊆ V be subvarieties of P
N defined
over k, both expressable as a finite union of linear irreducible γ-invariant sub-
varieties of PN . Let U = V \W be the complementary variety. Then,
fV/γ(x) = fV (x), fU/γ(x) = fU(x), fV/γ(x) = fV (x), fU/γ(x) = fU(x).
PROOF. If V is a linear irreducible γ-invariant subvariety of PN , then V ≃
P dimV and Z ((V/γ)/k, x) = Z(V/k, x) by Theorem 2.1. This equality holds
too for V a finite union of linear irreducible γ-invariant subvarieties, since
each irreducible component of V and the intersection of an arbitrary number
of components are projective spaces. The corollary follows then from Theorem
1.2 and Corollary 1.3. ✷
Definition 2.3 For each P ∈ PN we denote by Oγ(P ) the orbit of P under
the action of the cyclic group generated by γ. This set will be simply called the
“γ-orbit of P”.
Let γ ∈ PGLN+1(k) and let V ⊆ P
N be a subvariety defined over k. We
shall use the following notation for the respective sets of rational n-sets and
n-multisets of V that are fixed by γ as unordered families of points of PN(k):
Fixγ(V, n) := {S ∈
(
V
n
)
(k) | γ(S) = S},
Fixγ((V, n)) := {S ∈
((
V
n
))
(k) | γ(S) = S}.
(6)
Corollary 2.4 Let γ, V , W , U be as in Corollary 2.2 and suppose that all
k-rational points of U have γ-orbits of the same length m. Then,
|Fixγ(U,mn)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
(
U
n
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ , |Fixγ((U,mn))| =
∣∣∣∣∣
((
U
n
))
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
PROOF. The γ-invariant and σ-invariant mn-sets of U are in one-to-one
correspondence with the σ-invariant n-sets of U/γ; thus, by Corollary 2.2
|Fixγ(U,mn)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
(
U/γ
n
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
(
U
n
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
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The argument for |Fixγ((U,mn))| is analogous. ✷
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we show first a similar result for the affine
space.
Proposition 2.5 For any γ ∈ GLN(k) we have |(A
N/γ)(k)| = qN .
PROOF. Our aim is to compute the cardinality of the set
(AN/γ)(k) = {Oγ(P ), P ∈ A
N (k) | σ(Oγ(P )) = Oγ(P )}.
Since γ and σ commute, for any P ∈ AN(k) we have:
σ(Oγ(P )) = Oγ(P ) if and only if σ(P ) ∈ Oγ(P ). (7)
For any ρ ∈ GLN(k), let us denote by Cρ the set {P ∈ A
N (k) | σ(P ) = ρ(P )}.
If m is the order of γ as an element of GLN(k) we claim that
|(AN/γ)(k)| =
1
m
∑
0≤i<m
|Cγi|. (8)
In fact, consider the formal disjoint union of all Cγi (they are not disjoint as
subsets of AN(k)) and the map
Oγ :
∐
0≤i<mCγi −→ (A
N/γ)(k)
P 7→ Oγ(P )
By (7), Oγ(P ) is defined over k if and only if P ∈ ∪0≤i<mCγi, so that this
map is well-defined and onto. Thus, to prove (8) we need only to check that
each γ-orbit Oγ(P ) ∈ (A
N/γ)(k) has exactly m preimages. Let D = |Oγ(P )|;
clearly D|m and from σ(P ) ∈ Oγ(P ) = {P, γ(P ), . . . , γ
D−1(P )}, we see that
P ∈ Cγi for a unique 0 ≤ i < D. On the other hand, Oγ(P ) ⊆ Cγi because
σ(γj(P )) = γj(σ(P )) = γj+i(P ) = γi(γj(P )).
Hence, the D elements in Oγ(P ) are precisely the preimages of Oγ(P ) by the
map Oγ restricted to Cγi. Now, all these points belong to
Cγi+D , Cγi+2D, . . . , Cγi+(
m
D
−1)D ,
and none of these points belongs to any other Cγj . Therefore, Oγ(P ) has
exactly D(m/D) = m preimages.
Finally, the proposition will be proved if we show that |Cρ| = q
N for all
ρ ∈ GLN(k). Let us check this; for any given ρ ∈ GLN (k) let β ∈ GLN(k)
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be such that βρβ−1 is a rational canonical matrix: βρβ−1 = diag(A1, . . . , Ar),
each Ai being a cyclic component of the type:
A =


0 −as
1 0 −as−1
1
. . .
...
. . . 0 −a2
1 −a1


, (9)
with xs + a1x
s−1 + · · ·+ as ∈ k[x] an invariant factor of the endomorphism ρ.
The sets Cρ and Cβρβ−1 have the same cardinality because the automorphism
β of AN(k) maps one set onto the other. Now, if we split the coordinates of the
points x ∈ AN(k) into x = (x1, x2, . . . , xr) with xi ∈ k
si, s1+ · · ·+sr = N , the
condition σ(x) = βρβ−1(x) translates into σ(xi) = Aixi for all i = 1, . . . , r;
thus, we need only to check that |CA| = q
s, for A a companion matrix as in
(9). For x ∈ k
s
, the equality σ(x) = A(x) splits into
σ(x1) = −asxs, σ(x2) = x1 − as−1xs, · · · σ(xs) = xs−1 − a1xs. (10)
This allows us to express x1, . . . , xs−1 as a linear combination of xs and its
Galois conjugates:
xs−i = aixs + ai−1σ(xs) + · · ·+ a1σ
i−1(xs) + σ
i(xs), 1 ≤ i < s,
hence, the first equation of (10) is equivalent to
σs(xs) + a1σ
s−1(xs) + · · ·+ as−1σ(xs) + asxs = 0.
Since as 6= 0, this is a separable equation in xs with q
s solutions in k. ✷
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Actually it is an immediate conse-
quence of the following result:
Proposition 2.6 For any γ ∈ PGLN+1(k) we have |(P
N/γ)(k)| =
qN+1 − 1
q − 1
.
PROOF. We choose a representative of γ in GLN+1(k), which we still denote
by γ. In the sequel we identify an affine point P ∈ AN+1(k) with its image
P ∈ PN(k) under the natural morphism π : AN+1 \ {0} −→ PN . However, in
order to avoid confusion we shall denote by Oγ(P ) the affine γ-orbit of P and
by Oprγ (P ) the projective orbit. Clearly π(Oγ(P )) = O
pr
γ (P ) and π induces a
natural map
π : (AN+1/γ)(k) \ {0} −→ (PN/γ)(k).
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By Proposition 2.5, in order to prove the proposition we need only to show that
π is onto and each element of (PN/γ)(k) has q− 1 preimages in (AN+1/γ)(k).
For P, Q ∈ AN+1(k) \ {0}, the condition π(Oγ(Q)) = O
pr
γ (P ) is equivalent to
∃i ∈ N, µ ∈ k
∗
: Q = µγi(P ), or equivalently ∃µ ∈ k
∗
: Oγ(Q) = Oγ(µP ).
Thus, if for some P the orbit Oprγ (P ) is defined over k we want to check that
exactly q − 1 of the orbits Oγ(µP ), µ ∈ k
∗
, are defined over k. To check this,
consider the following subgroup of k
∗
:
ΛP := {λ ∈ k
∗
| λOγ(P ) = Oγ(P )},
and let e = |ΛP |. For any µ ∈ k
∗
,
σ(Oγ(µP )) = σ(µOγ(P )) = σ(µ)σ(Oγ(P )) = σ(µ)Oγ(P ),
and this coincides with Oγ(µP ) = µOγ(P ) if and only if σ(µ)µ
−1Oγ(P ) =
Oγ(P ). Hence, the orbit Oγ(µP ) is defined over k precisely for the e(q − 1)
values of µ ∈ k
∗
determined by the condition µq−1 ∈ ΛP . For any such µ there
are e other values with the same affine γ-orbit, because
Oγ(µP ) = Oγ(µ
′P )⇔ µ′µ−1 ∈ ΛP ⇔ µ
′ ∈ µΛP ,
Therefore, among all Oγ(µP ) there are q−1 different γ-orbits that are defined
over k. ✷
3 Proper subvarieties of PN with respect to a fixed automorphism
Throughout this section we fix a k-automorphism of PN , represented by some
γ ∈ PGLN+1(k).
Let Lγ be the poset of γ-invariant irreducible linear subvarieties of P
N(k),
ordered by inclusion. The poset Lγ is not locally finite. For instance, if V is a
plane of fixed points of γ and P ∈ V , the interval [P, V ] is not finite. For the
basic concepts and notations about posets we address the reader to [10].
Definition 3.1 (1) For any V ∈ Lγ we define the exponent of V as the order
of γ as a projective automorphism of V
exp V := ord(γ|V ).
Note that for all V, W ∈ Lγ: V ≤W =⇒ exp V | expW .
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(2) A node V ∈ Lγ is said to be proper if it is maximal among all nodes with
the same exponent:
exp V < expW, ∀W ∈ Lγ such that V < W.
We denote by Lprγ the subposet of Lγ formed by the proper nodes.
Note that PN is always proper. In our example above, the points P and lines
L of a plane V of fixed points of γ are not proper, because they have the same
exponent than V : expP = expL = exp V = 1.
In this section we shall see that Lprγ is a finite poset and we shall determine
its structure. To this end we need to introduce some terminology. We fix a
representative of γ in GLN+1(k), which we still denote by γ; we abuse of
language and use the same notation for γ-invariant subvarieties of PN(k) and
their affine cones, which are γ-invariant linear subspaces of AN+1(k).
Let VPγ = {λ1, . . . , λs} be the set of eigenvalues of γ. Recall the decomposition
AN+1(k) = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs, Vi = Ker(γ − λi)
mi , i = 1, . . . , s,
where mi is the maximum exponent such that (x− λi)
mi divides the minimal
polynomial of γ. Each Vi is γ-invariant and exp Vi = p
δi , with δi = ⌈logp(mi)⌉.
Let DN be the poset of positive integers ordered by divisibility. Let Bγ be the
poset of nonempty subsets of VPγ ordered by inclusion. For each Λ ∈ B we
define two invariants, δ(Λ), D(Λ) in the form of two morphisms of posets
δ : Bγ −→ N, D : Bγ −→ DN, (11)
δ(Λ) := max{⌈logp(mi)⌉ | λi ∈ Λ} = max{δi | λi ∈ Λ},
D({λi1, . . . , λit}) := ord(diag(λi1 , . . . , λit)) = min{d | λ
d
i1 = λ
d
i2 = · · · = λ
d
it}.
Note that D(Λ) is always prime to p.
Definition 3.2 We say that Λ ∈ Bγ is D-proper if Λ is maximal among all
nodes with the same value of D:
D(Λ) < D(∆), ∀∆ ∈ Bγ such that Λ < ∆.
We denote by Bprγ the subposet of the D-proper nodes of Bγ.
The following remark is obvious:
Lemma 3.3 The γ-invariant linear spaces of AN+1(k) are all of the form
W = W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ws, with Wi ⊆ Vi γ-invariant. If each Wi has exponent
expWi = p
ǫi, ǫi ≤ δi, then expW = p
ǫD(ΛW ), where ǫ = max{ǫi} and
ΛW := {λi ∈ VPγ | Wi 6= 0}.
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For any 0 ≤ ν ≤ δi the subspace Ker(γ − λi)
pν is the maximum γ-invariant
subspace of Vi with exponent p
ν . The following result follows immediately:
Lemma 3.4 For each pair (Λ, ν) with Λ ∈ Bγ and 0 ≤ ν ≤ δ(Λ), consider
the γ-invariant linear subvariety of PN(k):
V
(ν)
Λ :=
⊕
λ∈Λ
Ker(γ − λ)p
ν
.
Then exp(V
(ν)
Λ ) = p
νD(Λ), and this subvariety V
(ν)
Λ contains all γ-invariant
subvarieties W such that ΛW ⊆ Λ and vp(expW ) ≤ ν.
Note that for any Λ ∈ Bγ with invariants D = D(Λ), δ = δ(Λ), we have a
chain of nodes of the poset Lγ with respective exponents D, pD, . . . , p
δD:
V
(0)
Λ < V
(1)
Λ < · · · < V
(δ)
Λ .
Theorem 3.5 A node V ∈ Lγ is proper if and only if V = V
(ν)
Λ for some
Λ ∈ Bγ which is D-proper, and some 0 ≤ ν ≤ δ(Λ).
PROOF. Suppose Λ isD-proper and let us show that V
(ν)
Λ is proper. Suppose
that V
(ν)
Λ ⊆ W for some W ∈ Lγ with exp(V
(ν)
Λ ) = exp(W ). In particular
D(Λ) = D(ΛW ) and this implies Λ = ΛW because Λ is D-proper. Hence,
W = V
(ν)
Λ by Lemma 3.4.
Conversely, suppose W proper with expW = pǫD(ΛW ). By Lemma 3.4 we
haveW ⊆ V
(ǫ)
ΛW
and this impliesW = V
(ǫ)
ΛW
becauseW is proper. Finally, ΛW is
proper because ΛW ( Λ, with D(ΛW ) = D(Λ) would lead toW = V
(ǫ)
ΛW
( V
(ǫ)
Λ
and W would not be proper. ✷
Corollary 3.6 Let δ = δ(VPγ) and let [0, δ] be the poset of integers 0 ≤ ν ≤ δ
ordered by size. We have a natural identification:
Lprγ →֒ [0, δ] × B
pr
γ ,
with image the subposet containing the nodes (ν,Λ) with ν ≤ δ(Λ). In parti-
cular, Lprγ is a finite poset. Moreover, L
pr
γ is a lattice.
PROOF. The first statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.
In order to prove that Lprγ is a lattice it is sufficient to check that the subposet
Bprγ is a lattice. The total set 1ˆ is always proper; hence, by [10, 3.3.1] it is
sufficient to check that the intersection of two D-proper elements is D-proper.
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Consider pairwise disjoint sets Λ0, Λ1, Λ2 ∈ Bγ, such that Λ0∪Λ1 and Λ0∪Λ2
are D-proper. Let us show that Λ0 is D-proper. If D(Λ0∪{λ}) = D(Λ0), then
D(Λ0 ∪ Λ1 ∪ {λ}) = D(Λ0 ∪ Λ1), D(Λ0 ∪ Λ2 ∪ {λ}) = D(Λ0 ∪ Λ2).
Since these sets are D-proper we have λ ∈ (Λ0 ∪ Λ1) ∩ (Λ0 ∪ Λ2) = Λ0. ✷
Lemma 3.7 Two proper γ-invariant subvarieties of the same exponent are
either disjoint or coincident.
PROOF. Suppose that V, W ∈ Lprγ have both exponent d, and V ∩W 6= ∅.
Then, the linear subvariety generated by V and W is γ-invariant and it has
still exponent d; by the properness of V and W we have necessarily V = W .✷
We finish this section with a crucial property of the proper γ-invariant subvari-
eties. Recall that the degree deg V of a subvariety V ⊆ PN(k) is the minimum
exponent r such that σr(V ) = V , or, equivalently, the minimum positive in-
teger r such that V is defined over kr.
Proposition 3.8 Let V be a proper γ-invariant subvariety of PN(k) of degree
r. Consider the γ-invariant linear variety defined over k
VG := V ∪ σ(V ) ∪ · · · ∪ σ
r−1(V ).
Then, Z(VG/k, x) = Z(V/kr, x
r).
PROOF. We want to prove the identity of formal series:
∑
m≥1
|VG(km)|
m
xm =
∑
n≥1
|V (krn)|
n
xrn. (12)
By Lemma 3.7 the varieties σi(V ) are pairwise disjoint, because they are all
proper and have the same exponent. Since,
P ∈ VG(km) =⇒ P ∈ σ
i(V ), σm(P ) = P =⇒ P ∈ σi(V ) ∩ σi+m(V ),
we deduce that VG(km) = ∅ if r ∤ m; hence, we can change m = rn in the left
side of (12), and the equality holds because |VG(krn)| = r|V (krn)|. ✷
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4 G-exponent index and generating functions
Let Γ be a finite group acting on a finite set X . The number of orbits of this
action can be counted as the average number of fixed points ([1], 3.1.6):
|Γ\X| =
1
|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ
|Fixγ(X)| =
∑
γ∈C
|Fixγ(X)|
|Γγ|
, (13)
where C is a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of elements of Γ and
Fixγ(X) := {x ∈ X | γ(x) = x}, Γγ := {ρ ∈ Γ | ργρ
−1 = γ}.
In this section we apply this formula to compute the generating function of
tN(n) := |Γ\X|, tN(n) := |Γ\Y |, for X =
(
PN
n
)
(k), Y =
((
PN
n
))
(k),
and Γ := PGLN+1(k). With the notation introduced in (6), the crucial step is
the computation of |Fixγ(P
N , n)|, |Fixγ((P
N , n))|. The main ingredient is the
quotient poset of Lprγ under the Galois action.
Definition 4.1 For any γ ∈ PGLN+1(k) we denote by L
pr
γ,G the quotient poset
of Lprγ under the Galois action. That is, for any V ∈ L
pr
γ of degree r, the whole
σ-orbit V, σ(V ), · · · , σr−1(V ) determines a single node of Lprγ,G, denoted by
[V ]. Each node [V ] ∈ Lprγ,G determines a γ-invariant linear subvariety VG :=
V ∪ σ(V ) ∪ · · · ∪ σr−1(V ), which is defined over k and is independent of the
choice of V inside a given σ-orbit. The poset Lprγ,G inherites the following
ordering of Lprγ :
[W ] ≤ [V ] ⇐⇒ WG ⊆ VG ⇐⇒ W ≤ σ
i(V ), for some i.
Usually we shall abuse of terminology and write simply V ∈ Lprγ,G to indicate
the class in Lprγ,G of certain V ∈ L
pr
γ .
For any V ∈ Lprγ we define
V 0 := V \

 ⋃
W∈Lprγ ,W<V
W

 , V 0G := VG \

 ⋃
W∈Lpr
γ,G
,W<V
WG

 .
Clearly, V 0G = V
0 ∪ σ(V 0) ∪ · · · ∪ σr−1(V 0), where r = deg V .
Lemma 4.2 For each P ∈ V 0, the γ-orbit of P has exp V elements.
PROOF. The length |Oγ(P )| of the γ-orbit of any P ∈ V
0 is the minimum
positive integer e such that P is a fixed point of γe. Now, the linear subvariety
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W generated by Oγ(P ) is γ-invariant and it is pointwise fixed by γ
e. Hence,
e = ord(γ|W ) = expW .
Embed W in a (unique) proper subvariety with the same exponent:
W ⊆W ′, expW = expW ′, W ′ ∈ Lprγ .
Since V is proper and Lprγ is a lattice, we have necessarily W ⊆ W
′ ⊆ V .
Finally, since P ∈ V 0, the point P cannot lie in a proper strict subvariety of
V ; thus, W ′ = V and e = expW = expV . ✷
Consider the stratification PN (k) =
∐
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
V 0G. For any n-set S ∈ Fixγ(P
N , n)
let the distribution of the n points of S among these strata be
S =
∐
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
SV , SV = S ∩ V
0
G.
Since S and V 0G are γ-invariant and σ-invariant, each SV is a γ-invariant and
σ-invariant unordered family of points; in other words, SV ∈ Fixγ(V
0
G, |SV |).
Thus, we can count the number of possibilities for S just by considering all
possible numerical distributions of n points among the strata V 0G, and then
counting, for each numerical distribution, the number of possibilities for SV .
By Lemma 4.2, |SV | = nV exp V for some nonnegative integer nV , and we get
|Fixγ(P
N , n)| =
∑
∑
V ∈L
pr
γ,G
nV exp V=n

 ∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
∣∣∣Fixγ(V 0G, nV exp V )∣∣∣

 =
=
∑
∑
V ∈L
pr
γ,G
nV exp V=n

 ∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
∣∣∣∣∣
(
V 0G
nV
)
(k)
∣∣∣∣∣

 ,
the last equality by Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 2.4. Therefore, the generating
function of these numbers is:
∑
n≥0
|Fixγ(P
N , n)|xn =
∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
fV 0
G
(xexp V ) =
∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
fV 0(x
exp V deg V ),
the last equality by Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 1.2. An application of the
Cauchy-Frobenius formula (13) leads to a first computation of the generating
function we are interested in:
∑
n≥0
tN(n)x
n =
∑
γ∈C
|Γγ|
−1
∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
fV 0(x
exp V deg V ). (14)
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We can refine (14) by grouping together all elements γ ∈ C with a common
value of
∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
fV 0(x
expV deg V ). By Moebius inversion in the poset Lprγ,G
fV 0(x) =
∏
W≤V
fW (x)
µ(W,V ),
and the function fW (x) depens only on dimW , because W ≃ P
dimW . Hence,
the term
∏
V ∈Lpr
γ,G
fV 0(x
exp V deg V ) depens only on the structure of the poset
Lprγ,G and the triple weight (dimV, exp V, deg V ) of each node.
Definition 4.3 We say that two elements γ, γ′ ∈ C have the same subtype,
and we write γ ∼ γ′, if there exists a poset isomorphism Lprγ,G
∼
−→ Lprγ′,G,
preserving the weight (dimV, expV, deg V ) of each node. We denote by S :=
C/ ∼ the quotient set of C by this equivalence relation, and by st : C → S the
canonical quotient map. For each subtype α ∈ S we denote by L(α) the poset
Lprγ,G for any γ with st(γ) = α, and we consider the weighted sum:
Mα :=
∑
st(γ)=α
|Γγ|
−1.
Our main theorem is a rewriting of (14) after grouping together all γ ∈ C
in the same subtype. We include in the theorem the similar statement for
n-multisets, which is obtained by completely analogous arguments.
Theorem 4.4
∑
n≥0
tN(n)x
n =
∑
α∈S
Mα
∏
V ∈LG(α)
fV 0(x
exp(V ) deg(V )).
∑
n≥0
tN(n)x
n =
∑
α∈S
Mα
∏
V ∈LG(α)
fV 0(x
exp(V ) deg(V )).
This formula is suitable of an effective implementation. In this regard one
needs only to carry out the following tasks:
(1) Find an intrinsic description of the set S.
(2) For each α ∈ S find an intrinsic description of the weighted poset L(α)
and its Moebius function.
(3) For each α ∈ S find an explicit formula for the universal coefficients Mα.
This will be fulfilled in section 5 for the cases N = 1, 2. As a consequence,
one is able to deduce explicit formulas for t2(n), t2(n) as polynomials with
integer coefficients in the cardinality q of the ground field. Similar formulas
for t1(n), t1(n) had been obtained in [7].
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5 Explicit formulas for dimension N = 1, 2
type γ L(α) = Lpr
γ,G
subtypes
A B2
•
◦
d
1 (2)
d | q + 1, d > 1
B
(
1 0
1 1
)
•
•
1
p
C
diag(1, λ)
λ 6= 1 •
•
•1 1
d
  d | q − 1, d > 1
D 1 • 1
Table 1: Types, subtypes and posets L(α) for γ ∈ PGL2(k)
type γ L(α) = Lpr
γ,G
subtypes
A B3
•
◦dim 0
d
1 (3)
d | q2 + q + 1
d > 1
B diag(B2, 1)
•
•
◦
•
1
d
de
1 (2)✁
✁
✁
e > 1
•
•
◦1
d
1 (2)✁
✁
✁
e = 1
d | q + 1, d > 1
e | q − 1
C
(
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
)
•
•
•
•
•
1
p
1
2
4
p > 2 p = 2
D diag
((
1 0
1 1
)
, 1
)
•
•
dim 1 1
p
E
diag
((
1 0
1 1
)
, λ
)
λ 6= 1 •
•
•
•
•
1 1
p d
pd
  
  
d | q − 1, d > 1
F diag(1, 1, λ)λ 6= 1
•
•
•
1
1
d
 
d | q − 1, d > 1
G diag(1, λ, µ)
λ, µ 6= 1, λ 6= µ • • •
• • •
•
1 1 1
d
e
f
m
❅
❅  
   
❅
❅
 
 
❅
❅
d > e > f
• • •
•
•
1 1 1
f
m
 
 
❅
❅
✁
✁
✁
d = e > f
• • •
•
1 1 1
m
❆
❆
❆
✁
✁
✁
d = e = f
(d, e, f) ∈ SG
m = lcm(d, e)
H 1 • 1
Table 2: Types, subtypes and posets L(α) for γ ∈ PGL3(k)
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In Tables 1,2 we have denoted by B2, B3 the rational Jordan blocks of res-
pective dimension 2,3, with irreducible characteristic polynomial. Also, SG
denotes the set of parameters describing the subtypes of type G; these are
triples (d, e, f) of divisors of q − 1 satisfying d ≥ e ≥ f > 1 and lcm(d, e) =
lcm(d, f) = lcm(e, f).
In these tables we classify the automorphisms γ of PGLN+1(k) (for N =
1, 2) in “types”, given essentially by the different Jordan normal forms. For
each type we display the Hasse diagram of the poset Lprγ,G and the associated
“subtypes” determined by the different values of the exponents of the nodes
of this poset, indicated in the fourth column. The nodes of degree one are
represented by • and labelled with the value of exp V . The nodes with greater
degree are represented by ◦ and labelled with expV (deg V ). The value of
dimV is given by the vertical level of the node (of height 0, 1 or 0, 1, 2) inside
the poset; when there is some ambiguity we write the dimension of a concrete
level in the left side of the poset. These tables furnish an intrinsic description
of the set S of all possible subtypes, and for each α ∈ S they exhibit the
structure of the poset L(α), whose Moebius function is easy to compute. This
accomplishes tasks (1), (2) mentioned at the end of the last section.
Denote by Lprγ (k) the subposet of L
pr
γ,G determined by the nodes of degree one.
Note that Lprγ (k) = L
pr
γ,G except for a few cases where there is only one node of
degree greater than one. Therefore, the equivalence relation “having the same
subtype” can be reformulated as follows (this result is not true for N > 2)
Lemma 5.1 Let γ, γ′ ∈ C. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) γ and γ′ have the same subtype.
(2) there exists a poset isomorphism Lprγ (k)
∼
−→ Lprγ′ (k) preserving the weight
(dimV, exp V ) of each node.
(3) γ and γ′ have the same cycle type as permutations of P2(k). That is, they
decompose into a product of disjoint cycles of the same length.
PROOF. The equivalence of items 1 and 2 is obvious. The equivalence of
items 2 and 3 is consequence of Lemma 4.2. ✷
For N = 2 we computed in [8, sec.2] the weighted sums Nα :=
∑
γ∈Cα |Γγ|
−1,
where Cα is the subfamily of C of all γ with a concrete cycle type. For N = 1
the computation of the weighted sums Nα is easily deduced from [7, Lemma
2.2]. By the above lemma the classification of C into subtypes coincides with
the classification according to the cycle type, so that our universal coefficients
Mα coincide with the numbers Nα. This accomplishes task (3) of the end of
the last section, and this allows us to use Theorem 4.4 to obtain an explicit
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computation of t1(n), t2(n), t1(n), t2(n). More precisely, restricting our atten-
tion to t1(n), t2(n), if we split the formula of Theorem 4.4 according to the
different types of the elements of C we obtain the following results:
Theorem 5.2 Let ϕ be Euler’s totient function and P any point of degree
two in P1(k). The numbers t1(n) split into the sum of four terms:
t1(n) = t1,A(n) + t1,B(n) + t1,C(n) + t1,D(n),
each term having the following generating function:
∑
n≥0
t1,A(n)x
n =
1 + x2
2(q + 1)
∑
d|q+1, d>1
ϕ(d)fP1\Oσ(P )(x
d),
∑
n≥0
t1,B(n)x
n =
1 + x
q
fA1(x
p),
∑
n≥0
t1,C(n)x
n =
(1 + x)2
2(q − 1)
∑
d|q−1, d>1
ϕ(d)fA1\{∗}(x
d),
∑
n≥0
t1,D(n)x
n =
1
q(q − 1)(q + 1)
fP1(x).
Explicit expresions for the numbers t1(n) were found in [7], but this compu-
tation of their generating function is new.
Theorem 5.3 Let P be a point of degree two, Q a point of degree three,
P1, P2, P3 points of degree one and L, L
′ two non-parallel lines of A2. The
numbers t2(n) split into the sum of eight terms:
t2(n) = tA(n) + tB(n) + tC(n) + tD(n) + tE(n) + tF (n) + tG(n) + tH(n),
each term having the following generating function:
∑
n≥0
tA(n)x
n =
1 + x3
3(q2 + q + 1)
∑
d|q2+q+1, d>1
ϕ(d)fP2\Oσ(Q)(x
d).
∑
n≥0
tB(n)x
n =
(1 + x)(1 + x2)
2(q2 − 1)

 ∑
d|q+1, d>1, d odd
ϕ(d)fP2\{P1, Oσ(P )}(x
d)+
∑
d|q+1, e|q−1, d,e>1
ϕ(d)ϕ(e)δd,efP1\Oσ(P )(x
d)fA2\{∗}(x
de)

 ,
where
δd,e =


1 if d odd
0 if d even and e|(q − 1)/2
2 if d even and e ∤ (q − 1)/2.
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According to p > 2 or p = 2 we have respectively
∑
n≥0
tC(n)x
n =
1 + x
q2
fP2\{∗}(x
p), or
∑
n≥0
tC(n)x
n =
1 + x
q2
fA1(x
2)fA2(x
4).
∑
n≥0
tD(n)x
n =
1
q3(q − 1)
fP1(x)fA2(x
p).
∑
n≥0
tE(n)x
n =
(1 + x)2fA1(x
p)
q(q − 1)
∑
d|q−1, d>1
ϕ(d)fA1\{∗}(x
d)fA2\L(x
pd).
∑
n≥0
tF (n)x
n =
(1 + x)fP1(x)
q(q − 1)2(q + 1)
∑
d|q−1, d>1
ϕ(d)fA2\{∗}(x
d).
∑
n≥0
tG(n)x
n =
(1 + x)3
(q − 1)2

 ∑
(d,e,f)∈SG, d=e=f
1
6
ϕ(m)ψ(m)fP2\{P1,P2,P3}(x
m)+
+
∑
(d,e,f)∈SG, d=e>f
1
2
ϕ(m)ϕ(h)ψ(H)fA1\{∗}(x
f )fA2\{∗}(x
m)+
∑
(d,e,f)∈SG, d>e>f
ϕ(m)ϕ(h)ψ(H)fA1\{∗}(x
d)fA1\{∗}(x
e)fA1\{∗}(x
f )fA2\(L∪L′)(x
m)


where m = lcm(d, e), (def)/m2 = hH is the unique decomposition of this
divisor of m into a product of positive divisors h, H satisfying respectively
vℓ(h) < vℓ(m), vℓ(H) = vℓ(m),
for any prime divisor ℓ of (def)/m2, and ψ is the multiplicative function
determined by ψ(ℓr) = (ℓ− 2)ℓr−1 for any prime power. Finally,
∑
n≥0
tH(n)x
n =
fP2(x)
q3(q2 + q + 1)(q − 1)2(q + 1)
.
In these formulas we find several functions fV (x) = Z(V/k, x)/Z(V/k, x
2)
(cf. Theorem 1.2) for certain locally closed subvarieties V of P1 and P2. As
mentioned in the last section, one can express all these functions in terms of
fPr(x), r = 0, 1, 2, by using the Moebius function of certain poset. However,
in our lower dimension cases, in order to find a concrete expression for t1(n),
t2(n) it is better to use the explicit computations of the coefficients of fV (x)
that we found in section 1 for these particular quasiprojective varieties V .
The computation of the generating function of t1(n), t2(n) is given by the
same formulas, substituting the functions fV (x) by the corresponding func-
tions fV (x) = Z(V/k, x).
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We end with a remark that might lead to further work on this topic. We
showed in [8] that the numbers of PGL3(k)-orbits of pointwise rational n-sets
of the plane can be expressed as a polynomial in q with rational coefficients. In
contrast to this situation, Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and the computations of section 1
provide formulas for t1(n), t1(n), t2(n), t2(n) as a polynomial in q with integer
coefficients. For instance, with some extra work for the computation of tG(7),
our results provide the following expression for t2(7):
t2(7) = q
6 + q5 + 3q4 + 6q3 + 11q2 + 4q+
+ [2(q2 + 6q + 9)]3|q−1 + [4]5|q+1 + [20]5|q−1 + [4q + 6]4|q−1 + [8]7|q−1 + [6]7|q+1+
+ [4]12|q−1 + [2]7|q2+q+1 + [q
2 + 4q − 1]3|q + [2]3|q, 4|q−1 + [3]5|q + [2]7|q,
if p > 2, whereas for p = 2 we have:
t2(7) = q
6 + q5 + 3q4 + 6q3 + 8q2 − 1+
+ [2(q2 + 6q + 4)]3|q−1 + [4]5|q+1 + [20]5|q−1 + [6]7|q−1.
One may speculate if the numbers tN(n), tN(n) have this property for all N, n.
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